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Abstract MVC architecture focuses on reducing the coupling between various parts of a project especially
for teams who have remote workers. The paper proposes the use of Test Driven development to
communicate the design and specifications among teams in a project. It presents a structure under which
teams can work independently of each other through the use of writing unit tests as a way to
communicate what each team needs provide to the other teams.
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1 Introduction to MVC
MVC defines an architectural pattern that divides the application into three main, separate components: the
Model which represents the Data, the View which represents how the data will be presented to a user and the
Controller which provides a binding between the two.
2 Test-Driven Development
Test-driven development involves writing tests first, having them fail, and then writing code that eventually
passes those tests. Using this methodology, developers are forced to think about how the application will
actually function before they write the code and thus the development of the application is driven by its design,
which is documented in the tests.
3 Tests as Communication
Communication in software development is vital and performed through a variety of tools such as Email, audio /
video conferencing, messaging services, etc.[1] These tools while invaluable still leave room for uncertainty and
coordination problems.[2], [3]
The paper proposes the idea of using unit tests as a means of communication between developers. It proposes
that a team lay out exactly the result and behavior needed to be delivered by another team in the form of unit
tests.
For example, consider a simple registration form in a web application. This registration form would require at
least three textboxes: the username, the password and one to confirm the password.
Each of these is represented by a textbox in an HTML form with a specific name using the following code:

Fig. 1 An HTML Input Form

Assuming there is a dedicated frontend team responsible for writing this code, their primary concern would be
to make sure the form looks nice, is properly formatted, etc. They would not be concerned with what happens at
the backend.
When the user enters data and clicks “submit”, an HTTP POST request containing something similar to the
following key-value pair is created and sent to the server:
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Fig. 2: The HTTP POST data Generated

The backend team could then retrieve these values on the server-side in various ways depending on the language
and the framework used. For example, in ASP.NET MVC, with C#, this could be implemented as:

Fig. 3: Retrieving values from HTTP POST

The names of the keys in the Request object have to match those used in the HTML form inputs. For the
“Confirm Password” input, both “password2” and “confirmPassword” may be reasonable names. These names
have to be the same in the object on the server-side (the Request object) and in the inputs on the client-side (the
HTML form). So the frontend team and the backend team need to agree upon precisely what the client-side will
send to the server-side.
This paper proposes that this be communicated by writing a unit test.
The tests would be the common ground, an agreement that all developers would adhere to. This may also allow
them to work more independently since their requirements would be precisely defined through the unit tests.
The paper proposes the use of tests as a precise and verifiable means of communicating what needs to be done
for a component. It proposes a form of Test-Driven Development, where design and specifications are
communicated through unit tests that are written by one set of developers to communicate to any another set of
developers about what needs to be done.
The tests would not replace any documentation but rather serve to augment it.
4 Implementation
These tests would serve as a “Single Source of Truth” for developers on all teams so that each team would know
what code needs to be written.
The fundamental question the paper addresses is, “How will the front-end team communicate to the back-end
team what data they need for a page?” A sample implementation of this approach in a project built with the
MVC pattern could be like this:
1. Dependencies between teams are identified from the design documents for a project.
2. Each team identifies what data and functionality they require from another team.
3. Team A writes tests for Component 1, which they depend on.
4. Team A verifies the tests, runs them. At this point, the tests fail.
5. Team B, responsible for implementing Component 1, reads the tests and implements Component 1
accordingly.
6. Team B also may add tests as they see fit. Eventually, all the tests pass.
7. If there are problems discovered in the tests, they are discussed between both teams and updated
accordingly.
8. Once all tests are updated and passed, the code from both teams is integrated.
5 An Illustration
Consider the “Create User” form again, this time in ASP.NET MVC. Once again, we assume that a dedicated
frontend team is the one building the client-side components and a backend team is working at the server-side.
Let’s say that the frontend team decides on the name “confirmPassword” for their textbox. Along with the
relevant frontend code, the team also writes a C# Unit Test similar to what is given below:
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Fig. 4: Test Example 1

What is required, as outlined in the comment above the test, is that when valid form data is submitted, the
controller redirects to the login page when user creation is successful.
The code in the “Arrange” section, does the necessary setup for this test to work. The code the “Act” section,
simulates a user entering data into the Create User page and clicking submit.
The final section, the “Assert” section, checks the result of the operation and determines if the test passed or
failed. It is recommended that when trying to understand these tests, developers read this section first before the
other parts of the test code.
Sample implementation code that would satisfy this test would look like this:

Fig. 5: Implementation Example 1

In the code above, form data is validated and a Service object is used to create a user. If user creation is
successful, the controller redirects to the Login page where the newly created user can start using using the
system.
Let us take another example, this time for a Library Management System, assuming that our requirements are
that Student members can borrow books for 7 days. This could be written down as a test as follows:
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Fig. 6: Test Example 2.

In the above test, we assume that a Service (IssuedItemService) object exists that performs database operations
and other functions, such as getting the due date.
The Arrange section creates a Student user. It then creates IssuedItem records which means the student has
borrowed a book from the library.
Once that is done, the Act section simulates getting the due date from the database. Finally, the assert section
simply checks that the proper due date is returned.
This test may be complicated to get right. This is why the tests need to be properly commented. It is
recommended that developers on both teams communicate if the test is unclear or faulty.
One of the advantages of this particular test is that it ensures that the developers implementing the code use
Service objects in their implementation. There are several ways in ASP.NET MVC to get data from the
database. This ensures that developers use the a specific method to do so.
Implementation code that might satisfy this test is given below:

Fig. 7: Implementation Example 2.

This implementation is simple. However the test ensures that it is implemented and that this important function
has no defects.
6 Main Advantages of the approach
6.1 Changes made to the requirements will be reflected in the tests
As the requirements of a project change, so will the tests. Hence the tests would serve as living documentation.
Whatever changes need to occur, would be written in the form of tests.
For example, if the due date for Faculty members in the examples above (Fig. 6, 7) changes from 90 days to 60
days, that change should be reflected as a change in the tests which will fail if it is not implemented.
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6.2 The quality of the product may improve
Research at IBM[4] and Microsoft[5] suggests that writing tests results in a decrease in defects and an increase
in perceived quality of the product at the cost of a little productivity. This approach, being a form of test-driven
development, would result in more tests being written overall.
6.3 Reduced ambiguity in even the smallest requirements
Tests are at the end of the day, code. Therefore they offer a certain amount of precision and granularity. For
example, if a function requires the parameters to be a Linked List, the tests will require a Linked List. A
dynamic array will not satisfy the test. Neither will any other similar object.
This introduces an understanding between all developers about what dependencies they satisfy and what
dependencies they need satisfied. For example if the security team decides that certain fields in a form must not
be included in an HTTP POST form, they can cement that requirement as a test.
6.4 Tests fail if code is not written
If functionality is missing or is neglected for whatever reason, the tests will fail until it is implemented.
7 Existing Literature and Approaches
The problem of communication in software development has been approached before and this section includes a
review of existing solutions and how the approach described here differs from them.
The first approach is standard TDD, where a developer writes their own tests first, writes code to pass the tests
and then refactors the code to make it better. This approach was outlined in Kent Beck’s book, “Test-Driven
Development by example”. This kind of approach is sometimes used in Extreme Programming.[10]
This paper takes a somewhat different approach to TDD. For this approach, any functionality that involves more
than one team, tests will be written as the single source of truth for what each team expects from one another.
These tests may or may not be separate from tests developers write for themselves.
A solution such as StarUML[6] helps accomplish the goal of updated documentation. Unit tests can contain
behaviors such as the redirection function explained in Fig. 7 which may be difficult to express as an
automatically generated UML diagram.
The tests that have been written can also serve as a metric for how much work is done and how much remains.
IDEs such as Visual Studio and Eclipse provide support for unit testing provide red-green colour-coded visual
feedback of exactly how many tests have passed and how many have not. Hence, the approach described can be
a tracker / monitor of how much work is planned, how much work is complete and how much needs to be done.
“Specification By Example”, popularized by Martin Fowler describes a similar approach[7]. The approach
outlined here can be thought of as a specific implementation of that idea. However, this approach is limited to
developer-to-developer communication. Those unfamiliar with the technology used are not expected to
understand the tests. To achieve that, using more abstract specifications is recommended.
8 Limitations of the approach
An informal trial project was conducted at the Institute of Business Studies and Research, Navi Mumbai using
this approach. The limitations and advantages of approach that were discovered were similar to the ones
described for TDD in general, in the IBM and Microsoft research.
The project included teams of students that were divided into frontend and backend teams. The frontend team
required a fixed structure of data to build their Views against and the backend team needed to conform to those
structures. Since the teams could not always be present in the same room, a formal means of communication
was required to make sure the teams had a common record of what is required from each other when using
ICTs. This approach was then applied.
Some limitations of this approach that were observed are given below:
8.1 The tests are not perfect
Tests could sometimes be inaccurate and therefore the developer in charge of writing the implementation code
was given the liberty to change the tests if they felt they needed to. Most of the time, the developer did so after
discussion with the rest of the team. Version control software was used to track exactly what changes they
made.
8.2 The tests require additional documentation
A descriptive comment about the test is recommended to accompany it.
8.3 The tests become very granular
If the tests are used as the exclusive mode of communicating requirements, they may need to be extremely
granular covering all possibilities of outputs that a function may or may not produce. This may sometimes need
more time than is required to get the job done.
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Secondly, the tests by themselves did not give developers a clear idea of the bigger picture of the project. As
such, the tests serve to augment existing documentation rather than replace it.
8.4 Developers need to be familiar with how tests are written
Developers who were not familiar with unit testing was done in C# had to be trained to understand the tests.
Only then could they use them properly, otherwise the tests served no purpose.
9 Conclusion
The basic idea of this paper is that developers on two teams that are working on features dependent on one
another, for example the frontend and the backend teams, use tests as a common document to communicate
exactly what output is needed and what input will be given by each team. This way, tests are used as
commuication between developers.
The idea of using tests as a mode of communication between developer teams has advantages and
disadvantages, similar to the ones found with the TDD approach. There are existing solutions to developer
communication, however the main advantage with this approach is that code would have more tests.
This paper provides a hypothetical development model on how this may be implemented in a project along with
an informal case study of a project where it was applied. More research needs to be conducted on the viability of
this approach in various scenarios. It is hoped that this approach will lead to easier distributed development.
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